Structural determination of spin label immobilization and orientation: a Monte Carlo minimization approach.
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is often used in the study of the orientation and dynamics of proteins. However, there are two major obstacles in the interpretation of EPR signals: (a) most spin labels are not fully immobilized by the protein, hence it is difficult to distinguish the mobility of the label with respect to the protein from the reorientation of the protein itself; (b) even in cases where the label is fully immobilized its orientation with respect to the protein is not known, which prevents interpretation of probe reorientation in terms of protein reorientation. We have developed a computational strategy for determining whether or not a spin label is immobilized and, if immobilized, predicting its conformation within the protein. The method uses a Monte Carlo minimization algorithm to search the conformational space of labels within known atomic level structures of proteins. To validate the method a series of spin labels of varying size and geometry were docked to sites on the myosin head catalytic and regulatory domains. The predicted immobilization and conformation compared well with the experimentally determined mobility and orientation of the label. Thus, probes can now be targeted to report on various modes of molecular dynamics: immobilized probes to report on protein backbone and domain dynamics or floppy probes to report on the extent of steric restriction experienced by the side chain.